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The study aimed at having knowledge about the extent of request of 

university youth for religious information from you tube channels, and 

their dependence on it to entreat for information, it was based on survey 

approach. The society of study was made up of students from the 

college of legistlation and Islamic studies and its sample came to (397) 

students in Bachelor`s degree 

The researcher relied on (questionnaire)as a tool of research for 

collecting data related to the subject of the study. 

The study came up with a conclusion that about (81.6%)of the sample 

students watch religious videos on you tube program, the results 

showed that students reliance, on Youtube in their seeking for religious 

information was with a mean percentage, which came to (65.7%) . 

Besides, it showed that the sources of seeking for reigious information 

as the first rank were the social communication networks with a mean 



 
 

(2.42) and followed by Youtube channels (2.34).  The study showed 

that the most important religious topics and implications ,which were 

sought  from Youtube channels occupied the first rank, was reciting holy 

Quran with a mean (16.3). In addition, it concluded that emotional 

effects came in the first rank related to the resulted effects caused by 

the dependence of those under study on entreating for religious 

information from you tube channels with a mean percentage (2.57). 

Relating to  the hypotheses of the study, another positive correlation 

with a statistical significance was found out between the affecting factor 

on seeking religious information by researchers from Youtube channels 

and cognitional effects, the value of Person coefficient of correlation 

came to (0.241) and the Level of significance was (0.00), which showed 

a positive correlation . Finally, another positive correlation with a 

statistical significance was resulted in between the degree of 

researchers dependence on seeking religious information and the 

emotional effects coming up with the value of Person coefficient of 

correlation (0.237) and the level of significance was (0.00).  
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